







































































































































F1 F2 F1 F2
／i／ 30 360（56） 1964（249） 354（44） 2123（239）
／1／ 30 399（45） 1703（277） 405（48） 1855（261）
／ε／ 30 489（48） 1521（199） 535（72） 1615（205）
／a｝／ 30 584（61） 1522（106） 642（48） 1549（143）
／o／ 21 577（84） 1296（159） 628（51） 1281（152）
／っ／ 30 500（60） 1149（123） 556（61） 1074（129）
／u／ 12 441（45） 1441（160） 461（48） 1281（122）
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Styles Word IPA Duration［msec］F1 F2
Dialogs fifty ／i／ 47 305 2024
can，t ／お／ 50 521 1600
follow ／G／ 85 595 1089
who ／u／ 58 369 925
Oral　readingsweeks ／i／ 56 352 2137
can’t ／お／ 77 610 1623
want ／G／ 70 573 1134
who ／u／ 68 348 754
Table6．Examples　of　words　with　long　vowel　and　hypo－articulation
Styles Word IPA Duration［msec］F1 F2
Dialogs Lisker ／i／ 101 420 1597
A1 ／お／ 440 578 1428
McDermot／o／ 142 449 1539
tme ／u／ 146 418 1332
Oral　readingsLi ker ／i／ 127 468 1815
A1 ／ξe／ 386 645 1524
McDermot／α／ 156 491 1512






















































































N S M F S＆F S＆M M＆FS＆M＆FWholeNone
172 32 11 22 18 1 4 1 36 47
S：starting　part　of　utterance，M：middle　part　of　utterance，F：final　part　of　utterance
4．2Editing　of　transcript
　　Transcripts　of　the　spontaneous　dialogs　were　slightly　edited　by　discarding　words　of
hesitation，repetition，and　interjection．This　was　an　important　task　for　acquiring　the　oral
readings　for　analyses　because　asking　some　speakers　to　read　their　own　exact　transcripts
could　cause　potential　embarrassment．On　the　other　hand，asking　participants　to　read
edited　transcripts　could　also　cause　embarrassment　in　case　the　edited　dialogs　were
drastically　different　from　their　original　script．Out　ofthe1656words　of　all　the　utterances，
352words　of　hesitation，repetition，or　interjection　were　omitted．These　words　were
representative　expressions　for　the　spontaneous　dialogs　but　not　for　the　oral　readings．
Unedited　dialogs　may　be　problematic　to　read　so　all　of　the　spontaneous　dialogs　were
edited　to　give　consistency．
4．3Dialog　vowel　variation
　　Research　into　the　variability　of　spontaneous　speech　is　crucial　for　the　study　of　speech
commmication．This　is　indicative　of　recent　studies（Nygaard，et　a1．（ibid．））described　as
follows：
The　human　voice　conveys　information　about　a　speaker’sphysica1，socia1，and　psycho－
10gical　characteristics　and　these　aspects，referred　to　as　indexical　information，also
appear　to　play　an　important　role　inspeechcommunication．In　everyday　conversation，
the　indexical　properties　of　the　speech　signal　become　quite　important　as　perceivers
use　this　information　to　govem　their　ownspeakingstyles　and　responses．In　traditional
accounts　of　speech　perception，variability　was　considered　to　be　noise，something　to
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beeliminateds・thattheidealizedsymb・1icrepresentati・ns・fspeechasasequence
・fsegmentsc・uldemergefr・mthehighlyvariableac・usticsigna1．Currentthinking
onthese　problems　suggests　a　different　view．Variation　in　speechshouldbeconsidered
as　a　rich　source　of　information　that　is　encoded　and　stored　in　memory　along　with　the
linguisticc・ntent・fthetalker’sutterance（P．72）．
　　Fowler（1995）proclaimed　that　theories　of　speech　production　must　also　provide　an
account　of　ordinary　variability　in　speech．Variability　in　the　pronunciation　of　a　word
occurs　over　different　communicative　settings．Words　may　be　hyperarticulated　or　they
may　be　hypoarticulated．No　model　of　production　as　yet　generates　this　gradience　in
production　that　is　so　natural　to，and　characteristic　of，human　speech　outside　the　labora．
tory．
　　The　factors　investigated　in　the　present　study　dealt　with　the　presence　or　absence　of
scripts。Differences　were　found　in　vowel　space　and　mean　vowel　duration　of　the　spontane．
ous　dialogs　uttered　without　scripts　and　the　oral　readings　of　scripts．The　function　of　length
and　hyper－articulation　of　vowels　in　communication　was　also　a　focus　of　this　research．
Typical　clear　speech　holds　lengthening　and　hyper－articulation．There　were，however，
cases　in　which　words　were　hypo－articulated　with　lengthening．There　were　also　cases　in
which　words　were　hyper－articulated　with　short　length．For　example，people　talking
quickly　on　cellular－phone　in　a　quiet　public　space　mayutter　words　withhyper－articulation
and　short　length．On　the　other　hand，people　arguing　may　intermpt　the　other　with　hypo－
articulated　lengthening．Further　investigation　into　the　length　and　hyper－articulation　in
different　communicative　situations　would　clarify　this　phenomenon．
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lRecording　of　very　natural　casual　conversation　with　no　background　noise　is　an　ideal　condition　for
collecting　and　analyzing　spontaneous　dialog．Both　of　them，however，could　not　be　attained　very　easily．
They　are　trade－offs　in　the　state－of－the－art　technology．
2The　task　was　rolling　dices．Thirty　six　topics　were　presented．One　side　of　the　dice　read　one　of　the
following　phrases：1．The　most　tedious，2．The　mosthorrible，3．Themostsatisfying，4．The　most　exciting，
5．The　most　exhausting，6．The　most　amazing．On　another　side　of　the　dice　it　read：1．time，2．dining，3．
work，4。experience，5。joumey，6．party。By　combining　the　phrases　on　these　dices，sentences　such　as，
“The　most　exciting　experience”，“The　most　horrible　mistake”could　randomly　be　produced．
31started　with　two　persons　as　trial　although　the　ideal　number　is　more　than　twelve　as　Ladefoged　pointed
out（2003．p．14）．They　were　presented　with　a　data　sheet　asking　questions　as　follows：name，age，height，
current　address，telephone，e－mai1，country　and　region　where　they　resided　until　they　were12years　old，
parent’s　birth　place，whether　or　not　they　mind　if　their　name　was　revealed　in　a　research　paper．
4Dialects　of　American　English　can　be　divided　broadly　into　General　American（GA），Eastem　American
（EA），Southem　American（SA）and　African　American　Vemacular　English（AAVE）（Edwards，2003）．
Dialects　of　British　English　have　wider　variances　than　those　of　American　English．Regional　variation，
however，has　no　affect　on　the　result　of　this　paper　as　the　aim　of　the　experiment　was　to　show　differences
of　vowel　space　among　subjects，but　not　between　subjects．
5Ladefoged（ibid．p．14）pointed　out　the　ideal　range　of　ages　of　subjects　is　from18to60years．Although
two　of　the　subjects　in　the　experiment　were　over　the　age　of60，their　voice　and　speaking　style　were
determined　to　be　someone　under60years　old．
6Recording　of　the　experiment　was　conducted　at　a　sound－isolated　recording　room　and　a　semi－sound－
isolated　control　room　located　at　Haskins　laboratories．A　patch　panel　between　the　two　rooms　provided
an　interface　for　comecting　the　microphones　in　the　recording　room　with　the　recording　equipment　in　the
control　room．A　pair　of　speakers　rested　on　chairs　face　to　face　in　the　recording　room，an　experimenter
send　a　sign，and　a　recording　techniciah　controlled　the　equipment　in　the　control　room．Each　talker’s
utterances　were　recorded　separately　into　a　right　and　a　left　stereo　microphones．They　were　then　sent　to
a　computer　via　MOTU1224Audio　board　and　M80preamp．SparkXL　was　used　for　signal　acquisition．
71t　tumed　out　later　that　one　file　that　combines　speaker　A’s　and　speaker　Bys　speech　into　two　tracks
respectively　was　necessary　to　find　tum－takings　of　the　dialogs　for　writing　its　script　with　ease．
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8A　printed　instmction　for　spontaneous　dialogs　was　as　follows：“Dear　speakers，thank　you　for　your
cooperation。Talk　freely　about　your　own　topic　or　try　rolling　the　two　dices．A　phrase　printed　on　the　sides
of　each　dice　will　combine　to　become　the　first　topic　of　your　conversation．Whoever　rolls　the　dice　first
should　start　talking，It　is　not　necessary　for　you　to　stick　to　the　first　topic．Swap　your　own　experienceswith
your　conversation　partner　and　continue　talking　for　as　long　as　possible．When　your　conversation　was
completed，roll　the　dice　again　and　start　talking　with　whoever　rolled　the　dice　second，Continue　in　this　way
until　you　are　told　to　stop．”
9A　printed　instruction　for　oral　reading　was　as　follows：Dear　speakers，thank　you　for　your　cooperation，
again．You　are　going　to　be　presented　with　a　slightly　edited　transcript　of　your　dialogs　that　were　recorded
a　week　ago。Try　reading　your　own　lines　as　a　warm－up．Start　reading　aloud　starting　with　the　person
whose　line　is　first．Read　your　lines　clearly　and　carefully　at　normal　speed．Go　back　to　the　beginning　of
the　line　if　you　make　a　mistake．Continue　reading　this　way　until　you　are　told　to　stop．”
10Praat　is　a　program　for　speech　analysis　and　synthesis　written　by　Paul　Boersma　and　David　Weenink　at
the　Department　of　Phonetics　of　the　University　of　Amesterdam．
11Phonetic　symbols　were　transcribed　with　reference　to　the飽nのooh‘ゾ！h61n！67nα渉ioπαl　Phon痂6
、4sso6魏ガon．1999．Cambridge　University　Pressl　Oガbz4‘1∫o！io％αη‘ゾ、Pzo％n6観ズonヵ7C％7γ6班E麗gl露h．
2003．Oxford　University．
12The　formula　used　for　calculating　vowel　space　is　as　follows：0．5［｛iF2おF1十おF2GF1十〇F2uF1十uF2iFI／
一｛iF1紀F2十∂eFIGF2十GFluF2十uFliF2｝］
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Vowels　in　English　speakers，dialogs　and　oral　readings
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Abstract
　　This　study　is　an　attempt　to　investigate　the　acoustical　characteristics　of　spontaneous
dia1・gsand・ralreadingst・clarifyfact・rsthatdifferentiatesspeakingstyles．Unscripted
English　dialogs　uttered　spontaneously　by　native　English　speakers　and　scripted　read
versions　were　recorded．FI　and　F2frequencies，and　vowel　durations　were　measured　and
analyzed。Results　indicated　that　there　was　a　more　powerful　tendency　toward　lengthening
and　hyper－articulation　for　vowels　produced　in　the　scripted　oral　readings　than　for　those
in　the　spontaneous　dialogs．The　mique　formant　values　in　each　type　of　dialog，oral　and
read，is　potentially　caused　by　different　communicative　situations．
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